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Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations, United NationsGale, 2007

	Th e swift course of domestic and world events, part of a hastened process of change, requires an enormous increase of basic understanding by peoples of the multiple factors infl uencing the tempo and direction of national developments. Th e pattern of intercultural penetration and cross-fertilizing exchanges of scientifi c and technological...
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Globalization of Financial Institutions: A Competitive Approach to Finance and BankingSpringer, 2013

	This peer-reviewed volume from the Society for the Study of Business and Finance, discusses current issues in globalization and financial system from an international political and economic perspective. Contemporary instruments and actors in the global financial system are specially analyzed...
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Governance, Policy and Juxtaposition: A Maritime PerspectiveSpringer, 2019

	
		This book considers governance and policy-making within the maritime sector, and focuses significantly on the dimensional context within which governance works. Recognising the importance of understanding governance and policy at times when the world is faced with social, political, and economic problems, it highlights the fact that...
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Encyclopedia of Islam & the Muslim WorldMacmillan Technical, 2003
A growing number of scholars and pundits have declared that the twenty-first century will be the era of Islam. Such predictions, whether intended in a positive or negative light, err in failing to appreciate the spread and influence of Islam during the past millennium and a half, especially on the continents of Asia and Africa. Nonetheless, events...
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The Handbook of Global Companies (HGP - Handbooks of Global Policy)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The Handbook of Global Companies brings together original research addressing the latest theories and empirical analysis surrounding the role of global companies in local, national, and international governance.

	
		Offers new insights into the role of global companies in relation to policy and governance at local,...
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Social and Political Implications of Data Mining: Knowledge Management in E-GovernmentInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	In recent years, data mining has become a powerful tool in assisting society with its various layers and individual elements useful in obtaining intelligent information for making knowledgeable decisions. In the realm of knowledge discovery, data mining is becoming one of the most popular topics in information technology.
	
		Social...
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Discretion and the Quest for Controlled FreedomPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		
			Looking at discretion broadly as the exercise of controlled freedom, this edited volume introduces insights from a range of social sciences perspectives. Traditionally, discussions of discretion have drawn on legal notions of the appropriate exercise of legitimate authority specified by legislators. However, empirical and...
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Classroom Wars: Language, Sex, and the Making of Modern Political CultureOxford University Press, 2015

	The schoolhouse has long been a crucible in the construction and contestation of the political concept of "family values." Through Spanish-bilingual and sex education, moderates and conservatives in California came to define the family as a politicized and racialized site in the late 1960s and 1970s. Sex education became a vital...
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Critical Information Infrastructures: Resilience and ProtectionSpringer, 2007
A very interesting and informative book that covers a wide but interlinked set of subjects. Indeed, attention has been paid to assisting the reader to understand complex and current issues, and it can be said that the work is extremely well researched, up-to-date and of interest to a wide audience including practising managers, government...
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Understanding the Local MediaOpen University Press, 2007
How will local media deal with the challenge of the Internet? How important is regional news to the nations of the UK? What does the future hold for newspapers, regional television and local radio news? Most adults in the UK read a local newspaper; regional news bulletins are among the most-watched on television; and local radio has a loyal...
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Advertising and Society: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Now revised and updated to reflect the impact of emerging technologies, this new edition of Advertising and Society: Controversies and Consequences examines the evolution of advertising and its influence on society. Expanded with five new chapters covering the impact of emerging technologies, including the evolution of Direct to Consumer...
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Irish Imperial Networks: Migration, Social Communication and Exchange in Nineteenth-Century IndiaCambridge University Press, 2012

	This is an innovative study of the role of Ireland and the Irish in the British Empire which examines the intellectual, cultural and political interconnections between nineteenth-century British imperial, Irish and Indian history. Barry Crosbie argues that Ireland was a crucial sub-imperial centre for the British Empire in South Asia that...
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